Theoretical investigation on electron transport through an organic molecule: effect of the contact structure.
Knowing how the contact geometry influences the conductance of a molecular wire junction requires both a precise determination of the molecule/metallic-electrode interface structure and an evaluation of the conductance for different contact geometries with a fair accuracy. With a greatly improved method to solve the Lippmann-Schwinger equation, we are able to include at least one atomic layer of each electrode into the extended molecule. The artificial effect of the jellium model used for the electrodes is therefore significantly reduced. Our first-principles calculations on the transport properties of a single benzene dithiolate molecule sandwiched between Au(111) surfaces show that the transmission of the bridge site contact, which is the most stable adsorption configuration in equilibrium, displays different features from those of other configurations, and that the inclusion of the surface layers of Au electrodes into the extended molecule shifts and broadens the transmission peaks due to a stronger and more realistic S-Au bonding. We discuss the geometry dependence of the transport properties by analyzing the density of states of the molecular orbitals.